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Abstract: Time-rcvcrscd nonlinear acoustics has shown that a propagated signal retains information abollt
the original signal after shock formatio:l and even aft(:r merging of shocks. This information is dependent on
the accuracy of the measured or calculated data Presented here is a more detailed analysis of the estimation
of dimensionless and real parameters in the problem - tll(’ original amplitock~, thr distance traveled and the
dissipation over nonlinearity ratio. It is shown that th[! m(’thods ar{: fairly insensitive to noisr.

THE METHOD AND ITS PARAMETERS

Liucar time reversed acoustics takes a received signal, and retransmits the time reversed signal in the
direction it came from lvhich has applications in medicine, un(lersea communications, hydrodynamics and
material analysis [1]. Linear time reversal takes ad~’antag(~ of time reversal invariance.

Nonlinear time reversal is invariant only when the dissipiit,ion is zero and the wave has nut been shocked [2].
A wave that has a shock has irretrievably lost some part of its cent ent. Still, if the wave and its (leri~atives
arc considered cent illuous tbcre remain in theory forc~-(,r iuforrnat ion ah~)l~t the origini~l signal. But fi~~tors
like numerical accuracy and noise set liuiits in practicid situations.

This article is concerned with nonlinear and dissipative one-dimensional sound ~va~es.
The calculations and results arc expressed ill dimensionless quantities where 1’” = ~ is the velocity atnpli-

tudc, ff = & the distance fronl th(’ source, 0 = wr the retarded time and 1) = ~
Zpco t,o po

is a ratio bct~veen

dissipation and nonlinearity. The true quantities are: v is the velocity amplitude, vo is the source velocity

amplitude, ~’ is the frequency, x is propagated dist ante, j~ is a nonlinearity measure, co is the small signal
sound speed, ~ is retarded time, b is a dissipation measure and p. is the density.

Back-propagation for zero dissipation is made through a simpl(? analytical method ~vhere points on the
wave arc propagated tl~~ilt ively in time O in proportion to their amplitude II multiplied by the (listance m.

For non-zero dissipation the signal is divid(’d into half-periods ~vhich are treated locally as sinus }vavcs. For
these there exist the Ful)ini solutiotl Eq. ( 1) ~vhich is good when the distance asi~,t~s < 1, and the analytical
Fay solut,iotl Eq. (2) w’lli(ll works ~vell ~vh~tl the distance u,i,,Us >3.

Tile possibility of estimating real paramet(~rs from examining a rcceivcd signal \vill no~v be discussed. It is
assurncd that, Jve kno~v some material param[!tcrs such as the soundspeed co and the density p..

For tl~(’ Ful)ini solution Eq. (1) this leaves the vclorit y t!. and the dist ante nlult iplicd ~vith the not~litlcar-
ity x(~. These m:ky be obtained through examining the vallles of tll(’ local amplitudr spectra contra the

coefficients in Eq. ( 1). Ouc ran not separate z from the non-linearity /? as they only appear as a product.
The quantities which may be obt ain(’d for the Fay solution Eq. (2) is the (Iissipat ion over nonlinearity ratio

b/~, the velocity IJoand the dissipation tilnes the distance bx. .Another equation is needed and nlay he found
cxatnining a different half-period of the !vave ~vith different amplitude where U. is not the same.

JJle may observe that, in the Fay solution Eq. (2), the dependence on t11(~source amplit tldc V. tends to zero
ltd~f)f

2fl::;Po (1+ *) =2fi:::,)o+Wwhen .Z + m as z

Change in parameters is often of pract ical interest, ft)r example, nonlinearity is in tht! (lctect ion of material
fat,igu(~ [3], ~vhi(h can bc (letcct(>d for complex and unknown systelns using this rn(~thod.
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RESULTS

In Figure 1 is an example on the steps of the non-dissipative! method, To tll{! right noise has been added.
Tile sho(:ked signal (solid line) has been propagated 46 shock distances (equivalent to o = 5) from a source

lb = – sin 46 – sin 56 (also solid but larger and non-shocked) The signal is backpropagated the same distance
(o = 5) and the result, is shown (dots). The third curve (dash-dots) is the Fourier series adaption to the
r{~leviint parts of the backpropagated signal. It is seen ho~v this result is decent, on the left and how naturally
added noise, on the right, makes the result w’orsc.
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FIGURE 1. Non-[lissipativc results from u = 5 for Ii = – sin 40 – sin 50; noise on the right.

Except, for the added equation mentioned in the previous section, multi-frequency tvaves are in general
more easily to determine due to the increased input information. 111Figure 2 a sinus fvave repeated over
5 cycles has been propagated 5 shock dist antes (a = 1) in a dissipative medium (1J = 0.05). On th(, top
ro~v left the signal is pure Had on th(’ right some noise has been added. The results after back-propagation
(dashed) and the original source signal (solid) are seen below-.
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FIGURE 2. Dissipative 1)= 0.05 iit u = 1 for 16 = sin 58; noise on th{’ right,

It, has been sho~vn how and when it is possible to use nonlinear backpropagation to cstilnate the propagation

distance, the source amplitude and tll(! dissipation over nonlinearity ratio. Froln these the source signal may
be recreated.
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